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Abstract

Objectives—Autistic disorder is a developmental handicap with an unknown neurological basis. Current neuropsychological models for autism suggest an abnormal construction of visual perceptual representation or a deficit in executive functions. These models predict cerebral lesions in the temporoc-occipital or frontal regions of autistic patients. The present study aimed at studying the presence of symptoms of autism and visual agnosia in a 13 year old girl who had a right temporoc-occipital cortical dysplasia that was surgically removed at the age of 7.

Methods—Neuropsychological evaluation included Wechsler and Kaufman intelligence scales, a test of word fluency, digit span, Corsi block, California verbal learning, Trail making, Benton facial recognition, Snodgrass object recognition tests, Rivermead face learning subtest, and developmental test of visual perception. The ADI-R was used to show current and retrospective diagnosis of autistic disorder. Neuroimaging included brain MRI, single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), and PET.

Results—Brain MRI showed a right occipital deficit and an abnormal hyperintensity of the right temporal cortex. PET and SPECT disclosed a left frontal hypometabolism together with the right occipital deficit. Neuropsychological testing showed a visual apperceptive agnosia and executive function deficits. Psychiatric study confirmed the diagnosis of autistic disorder.

Conclusions—Although the possibility that autism and visual agnosia were dissociable factors in this patient cannot be excluded, the finding of both deficits supports the possibility that occipitotemporal lesions can predispose to the development of autism.

(J Neurol Neurosurg Psychiatry 1998;65:555–560)
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Autism is a developmental syndrome characterized by a triad of behavioural impairments in the areas of social relationships, communication, and repetitive behaviours or restricted interests. Early models of cognitive abnormalities in autism focused mainly on language deficits, as many persons with autism present significant language delays or absence of language. However, these models failed to account for those “high functioning” persons with autism whose level of verbal production is average or above average. Deficits in the social and communication area have convincingly been attributed to an impairment in the ability to interpret people’s intentions, beliefs, and desires, known as “theory of mind.” Nevertheless, symptoms of the “repetitive behaviours and restricted interest” area are difficult to explain through a “theory of mind” deficit, and an “executive functions deficit” might be a more appropriate candidate to explain this cluster of symptoms. Recently, it has been proposed that abnormal perceptual representations of objects and faces might account for the social impairments, repetitive behaviours, and restricted interests that are commonly seen in persons with autism. At a cognitive level, persons with autism present an atypical processing of complex visual figures, including an impairment of movement perception, a deficit in facial perception, and atypical part-whole integration of visual stimuli.

Clinical arguments in favour of a visual perceptual impairment in the aetiology of autistic disorder originate from the occasional finding of comorbidity of autism and various visual deficits. A pattern of autistic-like behavioural symptoms has long been recognised in infants with retrolental fibroplasia sequelae. Children with delayed visual maturation may exhibit transient autistic behaviour. Central visual disturbances also contribute largely to the autistic picture seen in children who develop infantile spasms. Futhermore, several cases of prosopagnosia in childhood suggest an association between autism and developmental visual agnosia, although some cases are clearly non-autistic.

The present paper discusses the case of a 13 year old girl with autistic disorder and developmental apperceptive visual agnosia due to right occipitotemporal damage, whose neurofunctional imaging disclosed a left frontal hypometabolism in addition to the right occipitotemporal defect.

Case report

MEDICAL HISTORY

This right handed girl, now aged 13, was born at term after normal vaginal delivery. There was no family history of neurological or psychiatric disorder. At 1 month, the child developed daily partial seizures which became rapidly intractable to all anticonvulsive drugs. Seizures were characterised at one month by left down deviation of her eyes, ocuoloclones, and raising of her arms with cyanosis and
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chewing. At 3 months of age, the seizures consisted of very brief oculoclonies and occurred one to five times a day. Difficulties following light were noted at 8 months of age. Seizure duration increased progressively from one to two minutes at the age of 18 months and included cyanosis, chewing, breathing irregularities, and tonicoclonic jerks of all four limbs.

Neurological examination disclosed left hemianopsia since the first year of life. At 5 years of age, other neuro-ophthalmological abnormalities included a rotatory nystagmus, a marked myopy of the left eye and a mild myopy of the right eye, a converging strabismus, and a permanent right deviation of gaze. By contrast there was no oculomotor paralysis and fundoscopic examination as well as an electroretinography performed at 5 years of age were normal. Several CT scans and brain MRI at 3, 5, and 6 years of age disclosed nothing atypical. An EEG performed at 4 years of age showed right temporop-occipital discharges during weakness and sleep and secondary diffusion to the frontal lobes. A more precise localisation of the EEG abnormalities was obtained by stereotaxic EEG, which established that the seizures originated in the right calcarine occipital region, but also involved the external part of the right occipital lobe.

A right occipital lobectomy was performed at 7 years of age because of intractable seizures. The occipital cortex was removed including the two edges of calcarine scissure, but the periventricular white matter of the occipital horn was spared. Neuropathological study of the removed occipital lobe showed a characteristic malformative dysplasia. The seizures stopped immediately after surgery and she remained seizure free for 2 years. At 9 years, she started to develop brief partial complex seizures which were not entirely controlled (two to four seizures a month) with carbamazepine. Her EEG showed slow waves and rare spikes in the right temporal region. Cerebral MRI showed an abnormal hyperintensity of the temporal cortex at the junction of the right temporop-occipital sulcus (figure (A)). This abnormality could reflect a localised cortical dysplasia which was not removed with the surgical intervention or postoperative modification due to the occipital resection itself. At 11 years of age, both single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) and PET studies showed a postsurgical right occipital defect, as well as a left frontal hypoperfusion and hypometabolism (figure (B)).

**DEVELOPMENT**

The patient has exhibited a mild psychomotor delay since birth. She reached for objects at 7 months, walked at 17 months, and spoke her first words at 24 months. At 4 years of age, she had erratic gaze, often collided with objects, and did not use pointing gestures. The child was unable to recognise people and to show or to name pictures, with the exception of geometric figures and colours. She was able to construct sentences of three to four words, although she did not use pronouns and her language production included stereotyped speech and echolalia. Imaginative play was absent and social interaction was poor, lacking marks of reciprocity such as shared enjoyment or interest in children. Just before surgery, at the age of 7 years, her verbal IQ was 68 on the Wechsler intelligence scale for children-revised (WISC-R).

One year after surgery, there was some improvement in her attentional capacities and social interaction, but her IQ remained stable.
Her phonological and syntactic abilities were average for her age, but she continued to show deficits in the communicative use of language and reciprocal interactions. She learned to read and therefore used adaptive behaviour such as shifting the book in front of her eyes. She remained unable to recognise people without hearing their voices. Beginning when she was 8 years old, a restricted interest in schedules and watches pervaded her daily activities, and her routine could not be modified without anxiety reaction. This restricted interest was characterised by repetitive drawings of watches and patches of colour, as well as stereotyped writings of lists of words or sentences.

Due to the influence of the French classification for infant psychopathology, verbal children are rarely diagnosed with autistic disorder in France. As a result, the patient’s original diagnosis at 4 years of age was infantile psychosis. Current and retrospective diagnosis of autistic disorder was made at 13 years of age with the help of an in-depth interview regarding symptoms associated with autism occurring both in past and present behaviour. This diagnosis was confirmed through clinical examination by one of us (LM). The patient scored higher than the cut off necessary for a diagnosis of autistic disorder in the three relevant areas at the 4 to 5 years of age period. A comparison of her scores for past behaviour (4 to 5 years old) with those of her current behaviour shows that she improved in the “social” area but remained clearly above the cut off for autism in the “communication” and the “restricted interest and repetitive behaviours” areas (table 1). This improvement seems to characterise high functioning persons with autism in general, and is not restricted to autistic-like syndrome in the context of visual impairment.

### GENERAL COGNITIVE ASSESSMENT

At the age of 13 years, her full scale IQ on the WISC-R fell in the range of mild mental deficiency. Nevertheless, the cognitive and academic assessment disclosed heterogeneities of performance, with special abilities and specific impairments. She obtained a verbal IQ of 63 (mental age of 8 years 7 months). Her verbal scores were all in the borderline range (information 4, similarities 5, arithmetic 6, vocabulary 4) with the exception of her score on the comprehension subtest (1), on which she exhibited a decline in performance typical of persons with autism. Her performance IQ was only 45 due to visual impairment (picture completion 3, picture arrangement 1, block design 2, object assembly 1, coding 3). Remarkably, her academic abilities in arithmetic (mental age 10 years 6 months) and spelling and reading (mental age 9 years 11 months) were higher than her intelligence level, both of which are special abilities often encountered in patients with autism.

### VISUAL AGNOSIA

The left homonymous hemianopia did not additionally impair her visual performances. She compensated spontaneously her visual field cut by head nodding. Her ability to perceive simple visual features seemed to be average at 13 years of age. She was able to recognise and copy letters, digits, and simple geometric shapes such as triangles, but had difficulties copying geometric shapes on two elements—for example, a square in a circle (mental age 6 years 3 months). Spatial relations were slightly better (mental age 7 years 6 months). She was unable to perform the simplest object assembly but was able to reproduce some geometric shapes with blocks. Colour discrimination was preserved.

Face recognition was markedly impaired in her daily life, although she was able to use the hairline as a cue. The patient could recognise family members in photographs but was unable to recognise her own picture. On the Benton facial recognition test her performance was severely defective (30 of 54, inferior to 6 years). She failed with faces that were oriented differently or under different lighting conditions. In a matching task, she could not distinguish between pictures of faces with different sexes and could only match two out of 10 identical pairs of faces. Face learning was also severely deficient. When asked to identify a set of previously seen unfamiliar faces among new faces, her performance was at the level of chance (on the Rivermead behavioural memory battery’s face learning subtest her score was 0, three of 10 faces identified correctly, three of 10 false positive). She was also impaired in her ability to recognise emotional expression. A face game showing facial expressions as indicators of feeling created for children aged 4-6 years was employed. She identified smiling as indicative of joy because “the child showed his teeth” but was unable to distinguish between laughing, astonishment, or anger because “the child raised his teeth”. In addition, she failed to identify emotional cues based on the appearance of eyes, and was therefore unable to distinguish, for example, between a face that represented sadness and one that was sulky.

Object recognition abilities were also impaired. She successfully named 75% of a set of line drawings of objects belonging to various categories. Her performance was 70% for
vehicles, 70% for animals, 70% for fruits and vegetables, 60% for body parts, 90% for clothes, and 90% for tools. Impairment of object recognition was more evident with overlapping realistic and abstract figures, and when asked to reconstruct perceptively degraded objects (Kaufman completion test, below the age of 2 years 6 months). Comparison of small object recognition according to modalities disclosed a slight superiority of the tactile modality (90%) over the visual modality (80%). She spontaneously explained that she was better in the tactile modality because she did not see the objects. By contrast, she was generally able to define and provide functional information about objects or animals she was unable to recognise. In sum, the patient had an apperceptive visual agnosia which was particularly severe for faces.

**MEMORY AND EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONS**

The patient's highest score on the WISC-R was the digit span subtest (14, the norm for 14 years, 6 months), although her performance was impaired on digits backward (3, normal mean (SD) 5.9 (1.2)) relative to digits forward (7, normal mean (SD) 4.5 (1.4)). A clear dissociation between forward and backward digit span abilities is indicative of a selective defect of "central executive functions" among otherwise intact working memory. Her poor performance on the Corsi block test (3, below the norm for 5 years) was indicative of an deficit in visual attention. A computerised memory battery disclosed above average performance on tests of words and non-word spans, (5 and 4 respectively, the norm for adults). On the California verbal learning test, she recalled six words on trial 1 and improved to 13 words on trial 5. Her total words recall (trials 1-5) was 49 (mean for 13 years of age). Other scores, including the number of extra list intrusions (0), the semantic cluster (13), the learning of list B (6), and the recall of list A after interference (9) were average for her developmental level. These scores converge with previous findings of generally normal to exceptional list memory in patients with autism. Nevertheless, many perseverative responses were made by the patient (+3 SD).

Numerous tasks tapping executive dysfunction (Wisconsin card sorting test, Tower of London) have poor reliability scores in children under 10 years of age and those with low IQs due to their high level of difficulty. Furthermore, spatial impairment may affect performance on these tests. As a result, the patient's frontal function was measured using more simplistic tasks. Her performance on the test of word fluency (the norm for 7 years) and the test of sequencing motor response (the norm for 6 years) was weak. She also showed significant impairment on the trail making test, part B (-5 SD), an attentional task on which weak performance reflects poor mental flexibility. She was unable to achieve the simplest maze of the WISC-R, showing a deficit in planning (inferior to 5 years). In sum, the patient's performance was indicative of severe executive function impairments, including inhibition of previously encountered material (perseverations), planning of motor strategies, planning of search strategies in long term memory, and manipulation of information in working memory.

**Discussion**

The patient is a child with autistic disorder who presented with developmental visual apperceptive agnosia associated with a right occipito-temporal lesion. In addition, hypometabolism of the left frontal lobe was demonstrated by functional brain imaging in our patient, who also presented an executive deficit. The cognitive deficits and localisation of brain lesions have a likely causal relation with her symptoms of autism.

Although surgery improved control of her seizures, she still had right temporal lobe epilepsy up to the last evaluation. The hypothesis that temporal lobe dysfunction plays a part in autistic disorder was strongly supported by the patient's structural abnormalities in the limbic system of patients with autistic disorder and the finding of unilateral or bilateral complete temporal lobe destruction in a few cases of such patients. Behavioural regression similar to that seen in patients with autistic disorder has also been reported in limbic pathology and epilepsy. Thus, temporal lesions from various aetiologies appear as the most frequent localisation involved in autism. First models of temporal lobe involvement in autism propose that early bilateral damage to the medial temporal lobe produces a major amnesic syndrome in adults, which may take the form of severe mental retardation with autistic-like behaviour in children. However, some studies have discarded the hypothesis of an amnesic syndrome in autism, and recently a few cases of amnesia due to very early hippocampal pathology were reported with relatively preserved cognitive and social development. The present case suggests that severe dysfunction of the temporo-occipital cortex, rather than the mesial temporal lobe itself, may predispose to the development of autistic disorder.

Even though there are often visual perceptual abnormalities in those with autistic disorder, the relation between developmental visual agnosia and autism remains debated. A retrospective analysis of published cases supports strongly such a relation but only one case with established early temporo-occipital brain lesion has been recently documented. Autism does not occur, however, when such a lesion occurs later during development. When present, visual agnosia, and particularly prosopagnosia, leads to severe impairment which leaves little room for recuperation. It is therefore tempting to link the deficit in interpreting facial cues to the failure to interpret other people's intentions, beliefs, and desires: the "theory of mind". Visual agnosia for faces may be responsible for many behaviours or absence of behaviours identified as critical symptoms for autistic disorder in the "social" area—for example, absence of emotional reciprocity (absence of direct gaze, limited range of
facial expressions) and failure to develop peer relationships (lack of interest in children, lack of shared enjoyment, lack of socioemotional reciprocity). On the other hand, an impairment of movement-perception may cause lack of pointing and social imitation gestures and failure to use non-verbal behaviours. Central visual impairment supports a model in which restricted interests are directly determined by what it is perceived, the reduction of interest diversity being attributed to the reduction of the visual input. In this context, the abilities of our patient to recognise and name a restricted range of visual stimuli, specifically colours and simple geometric shapes, might explain her "special interests" for drawing of colour patches and watches. It is, however, likely that early visual agnosia is not sufficient to generate the full range of symptoms of autism. Indeed, persons with autism are shown to present various frontal cognitive deficits, including planning deficit and an inability to switch cognitive programming. Evidence of frontal brain lesion is, however, rare in autism, and claims of such frontal lobe involvement are generally based on functional studies. Hypometabolism of the left frontal lobe was also shown by functional brain imaging in our patient, who exhibited deficits in manipulation of information, verbal fluency, planning, and motor sequencing. The ritualisation of her behaviour and her reduced tendency to perseverations was also likely due to frontal dysfunction. Although we cannot exclude the possibility that autism and visual agnosia were dissociable factors in our patient, our finding raises the intriguing possibility that occipitotemporal lesions may predispose to the development of autism. These lesions are, however, not sufficient to produce by themselves the full range of autistic symptoms. The disconnection from other cortical regions, in particular the frontal lobes, may be crucial in the development of autistic disorder by disorganising the integrations of cognitive functions.
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